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ABSTRACT 
This paper considers the responsibility of libraries to maintain the balance between copyright owners' 
protection and the public's interest in using copyright materials in the digital age. The main argument is that is 
unjustifiable to have a far-reaching provision , such as the former section 92A of the Copyright Act or the 
proposal of its amendment, that provides for the termination of a library's Internet access in case of repeat 
copyright infringement. This legal consequence appli c due to the fact that the current definition of an Internet 
Service Provider does not distinguish between different kinds of ISP and that therefore, a library as a 
downstream ISP can be both, ISP and subscriber simultaneous ly. It is concluded that the termination of a 
library ' s Internet access would create an imbalance and thus , overstretch libraries' responsibility in the digital 
age. The best way fo rward, as advanced by this paper, is to exclude libraries as downstream lSPs from the legal 
consequence of termination. However, libraries should be obliged to introduce mechanisms of authentication 
regarding their users to enable the investigation of repeat copyright infringement within their institutions. This 
would do justice to both , the copyright owners ' and the public's interest and thus, re-establish libraries' 
responsibility to maintain the balance underlying copyright law in the digital age. 
Word Length: 
The text of this research paper (excluding abstract table of contents, footnotes, bibliography, 
and appendices) comprises approximately 13, I 50 words. 
Copyright law - responsibility of libraries - section 92A of the Copyright Act 
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I INTRODUCTION 
"Librarie are not made; they grow."
1 
This 100-year old statement by politician, lawyer and author Augustine Birrell has 
gained new importance in the digital age. Because of its power and versatility, digital 
technology has transformed libraries like no other invention ; the explosion of the Internet has 
reshaped the library world. 2 With regard to this development, new technologies require the 
adjustment of existing laws. Among them copyright law is challenged to a considerable extent 
by the emergence of new technology a it "provides significant opportunities for the creators, 
for the owners, and for the users of copyright material , as well as offe1ing them potential 
risks."3 One of the main risks of technological advance and especially the increasing use of 
the Internet manifests itself in the illegal downloading of software, copied music and movies. 
A study of more than I OOO New Zealand Internet users aged between 18 and 70 found every 
respondent had downloaded copyrighted material at least once in the past year ... [o]ne sa id 
attempts to legislate again st illegal downloading were like "trying to stop an avalanche with a 
sti ck" .4 
Moreover, it was found that illegal downloads are rife and that "nearly one in five respondents 
said nothing could deter them from illegal downloading."
5 This statement reflects the 
temptation to ignore copyright as it is such an intangible thing.
6 
Despite the ignorance and mindlessness regarding piracy and illegal downloading, the 
New Zealand legislation initiated an Internet serv ice provider (ISP) liability for copyright 
infringement by its subscribers by the proposal of sections 92A-E of the Copyright Act 1994 
within the framework of the Copyright (New Technologies and Performers ' Rights)
7 
1 
Augustine Birrell Obirer Dicra (Ell iot Stock, London , 1906) 263. 
2 See Jerry D Campbell 'The Jmpact of Digital Technology on Libraries: A Chaotic Revo lutio n" in Deanna B 
Marcum (ed) De1•elopmen1 of Digiral Libraries An American Perspecri1 •e (Greenwood Press, Westpo11, 200 I). 
49; Brian Fitzgerald "Internet service provider liability" in Anne Fitzgerald and others (eds) Going digiral 2002 
- Legal Issues for e-commerce, sofrll'are and rh e Intern et (2 ed, Prospect Media Pty Ltd , St Lconards , 1999) 
309. 
3 Hon Judith T izard (7 December 2006) 636 NZPD 7045. 
4 
Greer McDonald "Ill ega l downloads rife, says survey" (7 August 2009) Th e Dominion Posr Wellin gton A7. 
5 Ibid . 
6 Graham Corn ish Copyrighr Interpreting rh e lc111•.for libraries and arch iFes (The Library Association , London , 
1990) I. 
7 
The Copyright ( ew Technologies and Performers' Rights) Amendment Bill was changed to The Copyright 
5 
Amendment Bill in 2006. While sections 92B-E of the Copyright Act deal with ISP liability 
and the protection of ISPs from liability for copyright infringement in general, section 92A 
contains a termination policy, which was introduced in an attempt to control breaches of 
copyright in the digital environment. As with the other amendments it attempted to maintain 
the overall balance within the Act between the competing rights of copy1ight holders and the 
users of copyright works. 8 However, section 92A wa said to "shift the responsibility for 
balancing competing rights away from the courts and Government and onto the shoulders of 
ISPs"9. 
While most of the amended prov1s1ons, such as sections 92B-E came into force in 
October 2008, the implementation of section 92A was first delayed . 10 In March 2009, Prime 
Mini ster John Key announced that the Government had decided to throw out section 92A 
entirely and start again. 11 By doing thi s, the Government reacted to the inability of ri ght 
holders and ISPs to reach an agreement on a voluntary ISP Copyright Code of Practice as well 
as to industry, subscribers and public concerns. In Jul y, the Ministry of Economic 
Development (MED) published a review policy proposal document for consultation. 
Birrell 's statement is as potent today as it used to be: Libraries grow and therefore, 
have to match with the requirements of the dig ital environment. Among them, libraries have 
to comply with the requirements of copyright law in the digital age. Besides a variety of 
positive effects of technology and especially, the increase of the Internet, one has to be aware 
of the fact, that the Internet can be described as "one gigantic copying machine" 12 and 
therefore, makes it much easier to breach copyright. 
Copyright law has always provided special protection and exclusive ri ghts to 
copyright owners such as the right to bring proceedings against anyone who infringes their 
( cw Technologies) Amendment Bill after being reported from the Commerce Committee in 2007. The 
Comm ittee recommended the titl e be chan ged as a ll amendments - even those provisions concerning 
performers ' ri ghts - related only to make the provi sions technologically neutral sec Copyright (New 
Technologies and Perform ers' Ri ghts) Amendmen t Bill 2006, no I 02-2 (Commerce Committee report). In the 
fo ll owing it is referred to the Bill and the corresponding Act as Copyright Amendment Bill and Act. 
H Emi ly Mander "Section 92A: Shifting the responsibility of copyright enforcement onto ISPs'· (2009) I 06 
ZLawycr 14. 
9 Ibid . 
10 "Cabinet delays law" (24 February 2009) Sowh/and Times ln vcrcargill 3 sec www.stuff. co. nz (accessed I 0 
September 2009). 
11 Hon Simon Power MP "Government to amend Sect ion 92A" (23 March 2009) sec www.beehivc.govt.nz 
(accessed 25 August 2009). 
I] Loui se Longdin "Copyright and On-line Service Provider" (2000) NZLJ 180. 
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copyright as they obtain the exclusive right to make copies of their work.
13 On the other hand, 
copyright law has always focussed in regulating how others might use the copyright, too.
14 
Therefore, the copyright law contains special sections which privilege other individuals or the 
public to u e copyright material without the consent of the copyright holder. These two issues 
show that copyright tries to strike a balance between competing interests. Even in the digital 
age copyright law has to maintain the balance between the protection of copyrights to ensure 
the continued growth of writing and creativity and the public interest in these copyright works 
and ensure that access to these materials is allowed as well. 
Libraries act as a point of intersection. They are on the one hand in a unique position 
as custodians of copyright material and have the duty to preserve published work for present 
and future generations, and to make this available to the public. 15 On the other hand, they 
have to comply with copyright law and therefore, have to ensure the protection of copyrights 
and copyright holders. Libraries are special institutions which enable users the access to 
copyright materials, but just within the boundaries of copyright law, such as the pennitted act 
relating to libraries 16 or which can be applied to the users of libraries.
17 Therefore, the role 
and task of libraries reflect and parallel the balance copyright has to strike. This places special 
responsibilities on all those working in libraries, protecting the rights of copyright holders by 
preventing copyright infringement - especially in times of the Internet as a "copying 
machine" - , whilst, at the same time, ensuring that the rights and privileges of users are also 
safeguarded. 18 
The implementation of a provision like section 92A seems to rncrease the 
responsibility libraries have regarding their role to maintain the balance between the 
competing interests underlying copyright law. This is caused by the fact that to this stage of 
legislative procedure, libraries come within the definition of an ISP. 
Hence, this paper exam111es the important issue of what level of liability and 
responsibility libraries should be held to for copyright infringement by their users. It raises the 
13 
These exclusive rights are listed in section 16 of the 1994 Act. Moreover, the Copyright Act 1994 grants 
special moral rights to the author. 
14 
These privileges arc contained in ss 40 et cq under permitted acts. 
15 
Sec Graham P Cornish , above n 6, ix; Tony Millett "Librarians and copyright" (2005) 4 NZIPJ 77. 
16 
These special provisions are listed in ss 50-57 and apply to prescribed libraries. 
17 
As readers use self-service photocopier or scanner, fair dealing provisions relating to research and private 
study ss 43 et scq might apply. 
18 
See Graham P Cornish, above n 6 , ix. 
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question, how and to what degree libraries have to maintain the balance of competing 
interests underlying copyright law. By doing so, this paper refers in particular to section 92A 
and shows that the former section 92A and the proposal for a review are an attempt to 
minimise copyright infringement in the digital age and that they try to maintain the balance. 
However, this paper concludes that such attempted responsibility of libraries does not reflect 
libraries' role to keep the balance in an appropriate way as it offers the possibility that 
libraries will be cut off the Internet. This is caused by the fact that the ctm-ent legislation does 
not consider the ambiguous function of libraries as ISPs and subscriber of Internet services. 
Thus, the paper concludes that libraries should be excluded from termination as subscriber, 
while at the same time they should introduce authentication mechanisms to investigate repeat 
infringement within their institutions . Such a regulation provides for the appropriate level of 
responsibility of libraries, to balance between the protection of copyright holders and users' 
interests in having access to copyright material. 
In the first part of this paper, copyright ' s rationale and its impact on libraries is 
discussed. The paper provides some main aspects about the development of copyright law 
within the international framework and scrutinises the responsibility and an appropriate level 
of liability of libraries in the digital environment. 
The second part of this paper addresses section 92A of the Copyright Act and its 
challenging legislative process by working out the consequence of the implementation of an 
ISP liability for libraries. It raises the question of whether section 92A is an appropriate 
legislative approach to determine libraries' responsibility to keep the balance. 
The third part focuses on which approach should be taken by the New Zealand 
legislature to work out a solution regarding libraries' responsibility in the digital age. Within 
this discussion, the paper refers to the statements of Tony Millett, member of LIANZA 19 
which represents 459 public, educational, commercial, industrial, legal and government 
libraries in New Zealand.20 Therefore, the answers by Mr Millett supported by other 
documents published by LIANZA represent the majority of the librarians' points of view. 
19 
The Library and Information Association of New Zealand Aotcaroa . The statements of Mr Millett arc based on 
an interview conducted within the scope of this research project, sec Appendix 1 
20 LIA ZA "Submission on the Section 92A Review Policy Propo. al Consultation Document'" (3 August 2009) 
2. 
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II COPYRIGHT AND LIBRARIES 
To have a full understanding of the problems that arise while answering the research 
question one has to examine the diverging interests underlying the copyright law provisions 
and the development of the role of and its impact on libraries. The function of libraries and 
their responsibility in the digital environment is analysed below. 
A Libraries as part of the balancing act regarding Copyright Law 
Dictionaries describe the term " library" as a building, room or organisation containing 
a collection of books and periodicals for use by the public usually without payment? This 
definition of " library" was valid in the ancient time and remains valid today - at least to a 
ce1tain degree. However, one might have a closer look on that definition of "libraries" to 
redefine it considering the changes and developments libraries had to undergo over the last 
decades, caused in part by the ramifications of the Internet
22 to assess their role and 
responsibility regarding copyright law. 
The above mentioned definition of "library" first of all, refers to the building of a 
library serv ing as storage for books and other published material. Books stored in a library 
fulfil a symbolic value as they represent the aspirations of the human spirit
23 and as they 
"preserve the documentary heritage of [a] nation ; both for cultural and economic reasons".
24 
The first English copyright statute, the Statute of Anne for example, required the delivery of a 
copy of a published book to the main libraries.
25 Bes ides a symbolic meaning of storage, the 
definition of " library" includes the part "for use by the public" which refers to the meaning 
and value of libraries for a democratic society. The main role libraries have to play , is the 
acquiring of information and to facilitate public access to these information resources.
26 They 
preserve the cultural heritage for use by present and future generations of users . This role 
originally contained the shelving and cataloguing of books and other published material such 
as periodicals and later on audiovisual materials . 
21 
See Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary http://dictionary.camb1idgc.org (accessed 22 August 2009); 
Compact Oxford Engli sh Dictionary http://askoxford.com (accessed 22 August 2009). 
~
2 
See Mark Van Hoorebeck Law, Libraries and Technology (Chandos Publishing, Oxford , 2005) xiii. 
_, Sec Fab1icc Papy (ed) Digital Libraries (l ste and John Wiley & Sons, London, Hoboken, 2008) 63; sec 
Michael Gorman The Enduring Library Technology, Tradition, and th e Quest for Balance (Ameri can Library 
Association , Chicago, 2003) 4. 
24 
Richard Wonh "Speech to North Island Public Library Managers' Meeting" (Wellington, 22 May 2009) 
www.beehivc.co.nz (accessed I September 2009). 
25 
Statute of Anne, 8 Anne, c 19 ( 17 10) s 5. 
26 
See Carmen Vietri "The free flow of information or the flow of free informati on" (2005) 4 NZJ PJ 48, 51. 
9 
With regard to libraries' role of dissemination and preservation of knowledge, heritage 
and information, libraries fulfil one of the intentions of copyright law, which is the 
"dissemination of copyright works to accomplish the needs of society and copyright users to 
benefit from the ideas and knowledge incorporated within publications to provide incentives 
to ensure the creation, development and dissemination of copyright works"27 . Therefore, 
libraries have historically been under the protective wing of copyright legislation, which 
means that the legislative framework has provided for a long time copyright exceptions or 
permitted use provisions with special regard to libraries. Section 21 of the New Zealand 
Copyright Act 1962 for example, contained a special exception for libraries, stating that under 
cettain circumstances the making or supplying of a copy of a copy1ight work by a library does 
not infringe copyright.28 The Copyright Act 1994 and the Amendment Act 2008 contain 
further permitted acts regarding libraries.29 These exceptions might seem to compete with 
copyright owners' interests regarding their works and the fact that another aim of copyright 
law is, to protect the rights of copyright holders to encourage creativity and to provide a fair 
remuneration. However, the exceptions try to find a balance between the competing interests 
of public accessibility and the protection of copyright holders. 
Within the construct, libraries have always been a point of intersection. The exceptions 
stress the role of libra1ies to provide access to information and that legis latio n has always 
considered this function by enacting spec ial provis ions for libraries. However, the exceptions 
show as well that libraries have to comply with copyright law. Despite their function of 
information dissemination they have to ensure the protection of copyright as provided under 
the Copyright Act and copy1ight holde rs. It is the responsibility of libraries to provide acce s 
to copyright material in the bounda,ies of the permitted acts and to ensure that their staff, as 
well as their users, do not infringe copyright. In times without technical devices, which 
s implify the copying and therefore, under certain circumstances copyright infringement, the 
responsibility of libraries to keep the balance between the public's interest and copyright 
owners' interes t already existed, however, to a much lesser degree. Libraries had to guide and 
07 
- LIANZA, above n 20, 3. 
28 Copyright Act 1962, s 2 1. The Copyright Act 1913 contained already an except ion from copyright 
infri ngement for the purpose of private study, research, cri ticism, review or newspaper summary, sec s 5. The 
Debates concerning the implementation of s 2 1 of the Copyri ght Act 1962 do already refer to libraries' role: 
They a re not exempted from recognising copyright, but they have very definite clearly defined rights, sec Hon 
J E Hanan (24 October 1962) 332 NZPD 2325 . 
29 These exceptions apply to prescribed libraries and arc contained in ss 50 - 57 of the amended Act. However, 
with regard to s 40 of the Copyri ght Act the use of copyright material might be permitted under other 
provisions, such ass 43, as well. 
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assist their users as well as to comply with the Jaw, but only the "print environment" did not 
offer the poss ibility of copyright infringement to a high degree. 
However, "[b]ookishness ha gone - along with the old stereotype of stern shushes 
from a bluestocking in a tweed skirt and spectacles with her hair in a tightly twisted bun."
30 
Technological advance and the digital world, particularly the Internet, have created a new 
imbalance shattering the carefully crafted balance of copyright law which was reflected in 
librarians' work.31 The role of libraries has been reshaped and not without influencing the 
liability and responsibility of them. Even in the digital world libraries continue to provide to 
society, repositories at the forefront of information delivery."
32 
However, the provision is not 
restricted to published books anymore; libraries are "information brokers" operating as part of 
an international network of libraries that have the ability to digitise works and provide users 
with online access to a worldwide repertoire of books.
33 The "g lobalizing influences of the 
Internet"34 enable libraries to provide their users online access to journal a11icles and e-books 
via electronic databases and electronic document delivery. Moreover, libraries provide access 
to computers so th at users can access information on the Internet. 
The increase of access to information and the availability of copyright works from the 
Internet however, lead to a risk as well. "The technology now available makes it possible to 
make a copy of a work in digital form both cheaply and quickly, and the copy that is made is 
just as good as the original."35 As libraries offer free Internet access to their users to ensure 
modern info1mation dissemination , thi s might lead to the ri sk of illegal downloading or 
copyright infringement "via" the libraries. Therefore, the balance under copyright law 
between the public interest in access to information and the protection of copyright holders 
which is reflected in librarians' work is endangered . The responsibility of librarians to ensure 
that the ir users do not breach copyright by using technical or digital devices grows with the 
development of technology. Thus, libraries in their roles of intersection have to adjust the 
balance between the competing interests. This responsibility encompasses to ensure that the 
10 "Shh, this is a digital library: The modern librarian is an on line fac ilitator with an MA" (23 April 2009) 
TimesOnline sec http://business.timcsonlinc.co.uk (accessed I O September 2009). 
JI Sec Paul Pedley Digiral Copyrighr (2 cd, Facet Publi shin g, Lo ndo n, 2007) XXV. 
32 Sec Mark Van Hoorebcck, above n 22. 
33 Kathy Shcat "Libra ries, copyri ght and the globa l digital environme nt" l2004 l 22 The E lectronic Library 487 
see http://www.cmcra ldinsight.com (accessed 22 August 2009). 
34 Arthur Downing 'The Impact of the Intern et on the Administration of Libraries" in Lewis-G uodo Liu The 
Role and /111pacr of rhe !111emer 011 Library and /11.formarion Sen•ices (ed) (G reenwood Press, Westport, 200 1) 
26. 
35 Paul Pedley, above n 3 1. 
11 
copyright is not infringed by using self-service photocopiers, printers, scanners or the 
Internet. Thus, libralies are right in the middle of the balancing act, even in the digital age. 
B New Zealand Copyright Law going digital 
The analysis of the role of libraries and their development in the digital environment 
has shown that libraries are a point of intersection within copyright law. It is the libraries' 
responsibility to provide access to information. At the same time they must comply with the 
requirements of copyright law which is to act within the pri vileges and exceptions the law 
provides and to avoid copyright infringement by their u ers. 
However, the Copyright Act 1994 was drafted before the widespread uptake of digital 
technology. 36 Problems occuITing when trying to apply the "non-di gital" copyright provisions 
to Internet inherent questions led to an updating of the Act to ensure that it provides 
"appropriate mechanisms to protect copyright in the g lobal digital environment" 37 . Therefore, 
the MEO began a review in the fonn of a di scuss ion paper38 , starting in 200 1. It set out the 
key questions on whether the Copyright Act 1994 was capable of dealing with the use of 
works in the digital and on-line environment, and whether the Act needed to be reformed to 
meet the demands of copyright creators, owner and users:39 
Copyright creators and owners have concerns about their ab ili ty to control digital copying and 
communi cati on of their works over the Internet. Copyright users have concerns about the 
effects of digital technology in restricting reasonable access to copyright material. 
However, the Di scuss ion Paper as well as the later Explanatory Note to the Bill , 
promoting the Copyright Amendment Act, confirm the balancing purpo e of New Zealand 
copyright law. The Explanatory Note to the Bill , for example, states, that copyright40 
36 Sec Copyright Bill 2006, no I 02- 1 (Explanatory Note); John Burrows and Ursula Cheer Media Lall' in Nell' 
Zea land (5 ed. Oxford Universi ty Press, Melbourne, 2005) 202. 
37 Kathy Sheat, above n 33,488. The Copyright Bill 2006, no I 02-1 (Explanatory Note) refers to th e economic 
losses deriving from these facto rs: music industry NZ$ 11 4 million in New Zealand, computer industry US$ 
I I billion worldwide, picture industry US$ 4 billion in New Zea land. 
38 
Mini try of Economi c Development "Digi tal Technology and the Copyri ght Act I 994: A Discussion Paper" 
( last updated I 9 October 2007). For further information regarding primary and secondary ISP li ability see Jens 
U Nebe l "MED's Position Paper On Digital Technology And The Copyright Act: Legislation Without A 
Soluti on?'' (2005) 36 V WLR 45. 
39 Ministry of Economic Development, ibid, A. 
4° Copy ri ght Bill 2006, no I 02-1 (Explanatory Note). 
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gives copyright owners exclusive rights that allow them to control c
ertain aspects of a work's 
exploitation. while at the sa me time providing limited exceptions to 
these rights for copyright 
users. In thi s way, the Act seeks to provide incentives to ensure the 
creation, production , and 
distribution of new creati ve works in a manner that meet s soc iety's ne
eds. 
Therefore, the exceptions with special regard to libraries, such as 
the copyrng by 
librarians of parts of published works, of articles in periodicals, for 
users or collections of 
other libraries
41 were amended and adjusted to the digital age. The provisions inclu
de for 
example the making of digital copies or storage of material of website
s. By implementing the 
amendments, legislation adjusted and extended the use of copyright 
material for the public. 
However, the Amendment Act tried to work on the strengthening of
 the rights of copyright 
owners as well, to maintain the balance underlying copyright law. A
 closer examination of 
these provisions , found in sections 92A-E of the Act, the provisions 
regarding ISP liability, 
raises the question of whether they impose a greater responsibility o
n libraries and whether 
they create an imbalance in favour of copyright holders. The MED p
aper raised the issue of 
ISP liability due to the aspect that "copyright owners may wish to s
eek redress from ISPs , 
given that there can be difficulties in taking actions directly against inf
ringers".
42 
Another impetus for the revision of New Zealand 's copyright legislatio
n was to ensure 
that comparable levels of protection are provided around the world. 
Therefore, international 
standards play an impo1tant role, they have to be harmonised that copy
right owners receive an 
adequate and comparable protection in foreign countries.
43 The review of the Copyright Act 
was intended to work as a precursor to consideration of New Zealand
's possible accession to 
two " Internet" treaties negotiated by the members of the World
 Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO 1996).
44 These are the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO 
Performers and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT)
45
. Although New Zealand is not party to these 
treaties until today, the implementation of the Copyright Amendment A
ct led to the fact being 
closer to compliance which is also reflected in Free Trade Agreemen
ts (FTA) New Zealand 
has entered in. 
41 
Copyright Act 1994. ss 51 - 56c, which apply to presc ribed libraries 
as well as other exceptions which mi ght 
apply to the users of libraric. , e.g. ss 43-44a. These exceptions arc not subject of the r
esearch paper. 
4
~ Ministry of Economic Development, above n 38, D. See lll for an a
nalysis of ISP liability with speci al regard 
to . ection 92A. 
4
) Ibid . 
44 
Cabinet Economic Development Committee "Di gital Technology and
 the Copyright Act 1994: Policy 
Recommendat ions" (Wellin gton, last updated 2005) para 11 . 
45 
For funher information regarding these treaties see Aaron Schwabach
 lnrern er and rhe La11•: Technology, 
Sociery, and Compromises (ABC-CLIO, Santa Barbara, 2006) 3 14. 
13 
The Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership Agreement46 addresses the 
importance of intellectual prope11y in promoting social and economic development, 
particularly in the new digital economy. Within Article I 0.2 of the Ff A the parties agree to 
"recogni se to achieve the balance between the rights of right holder and the legitimate 
interests of the users and the community".47 Moreover, the pa11ies agree to provide for 
reproduction rights and communication to the public rights to copyright owners that are 
consistent with the WCT. The agreements show the international standard in attempting a 
balance in copyright law. Although they do not refer to libraries in parti cular, it can be said 
that with regard to the function of librari es this balance has to be reflected in their work as 
well. 
In 2008 comprehensive negotiations for the United States to join the Trans-Pacific 
Agreement were announced. However, these negotiations lead to the fear of librari e , that the 
United States as a strong party may force changes to New Zealand copyright law in order to 
strengthen it in favour of copy1ight owners and to press for the balance to be changed in that 
direction .48 
III SECTION 92A - A LEGISLATIVE APPROACH TO DETERMINE LIBRARIES' 
RESPONSIBILTY TO KEEP THE BALANCE? 
The insufficiencies of the Copyright Act in the digital age as well as the harmonization 
of international standards have influenced the amendment of the copyright law to maintain the 
balance between copyright holders' and users' interes ts which is re flected in the role of 
libraries. However, thi s paper will scnitini se whether the law with the implementation of 
section 92A overstretches the responsibility of libraries to stri ke the balance. To understand 
the "well-publici sed and continued controversy arou nd the inclusion of sect ion 92A"49 one 
46 
This agree ment was s igned by New Zealand, Singapore and Chile in July 2005 and by Brunei in August 2005 
and was formerl y known as P4. For further information see New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affa irs and 
Trade www.mfat.govt.nz . 
47 
Trans-Paci fie Strategic Economic Panncrship Agreement, art I 0 .2. 
48 
LlANZA "Submission on Free Trade Negotiat ions with the nitcd States" (2008) 33 1 Library Life 5. 
Copyright was one of the big costs, for exam ple, to Australia, when signing the FT A with the United States as 
the Un ited Stated in isted so much on stringent rul es to protect software companies resulting in additional 
costs for librari es and ot her educat ional institutions , sec Bill Rosenberg ·'New Zea land ot for Sale: Who 
wins if we get a free trade with the US?" http ://nznot forsa le.word press.com (accessed 13 September 2009). 
Section 92A in its fom1e r wording was already close to 17 USC, § 5 12 (i)( I )(A). 
49 Sec Emi ly Mander, see above n 8, 14. Neither the Fair Trade Agreements nor the WCT do not require a 
regulation such as section 92A. However, thi s might change if the United States become party to the Trans-
Pacific Agreement. 
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has to show why it affects librari es and analyse the legislative process regarding section 92A 
as pait of the Copyright Amendment Act. 
A Internet Service Providers 
Sections 92A-E deal with ISP liability. To assess the impact of these regulations and 
particularly section 92A on libraries, one first has to examine the term "ISP". 
l General understanding of ISP 
ISPs co nnect the people with the physical network ; they work as on-line intermediai·y 
and conduit fo r a large amount of Internet traffic. 
50 In a general sense the term of ISP is used 
more nanowly, just refening to companies that provide Internet access to individuals, 
companies, institutions, councils and everyone who seeks to be connected with the World 
Wide Web. This understanding mainly includes telecommunications and cable television 
companies. However, the providing of Internet access is not the only service an Internet 
service provider may offer: e-mail , Web hosting, caching and seai·ch services
51 
can be 
provided as wel I. 
2 The Copyright Act view 
Section 4 (2) of the Copyright Amendment Act inse1ted a definition of ISPs 111 the 
Copyright Act. Thi s is broader than the above mentioned general understanding of an ISP as a 
provider for Internet who does thi s for business purposes by contracts. This definition has 
been effective since 31 October 2008
52 and provides that
53 
Internet service provider 
means a person who does either or both of the fo ll owing things: 
(a) offers the transmission, routing, or providing of connections for digital o nline 
communications, between or among points specifi ed by a user, of material of the use r's 
choosing: 
50 See Judit Bayer "Liability of Internet Service Providers fo r Third Pany Co ntent" (2006) I VU WLR Working 
Paper Series I ; Louise Longdin, above n 12, 180; Susy Frankel a nd Geoff Mc Lay Intellectual Property in 
Ne11 · Zealand (Lexis-Nexis Butterworths, Wellington , 2002) 748. 
51 Sec Aaron Schwabach, above n 45, 189. For further in format ion regarding the indi vidual serv ices see Judit 
Bayer, above n 50, I . 
52 See Copyright and Design NZ (Lexis-Nex i. 2009) Copyri ght Act 1994 , Copyri g ht Act 1994, para [Cop 2. 1] 
(updated June 2009)www.lex isnex i . . com.helicon.vuw.ac.nz (accessed 24 August 2009). 
53 Copyright Act 1994 , ~ 2. 
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(b) hosts material on websites or other electronic retrieval systems that can be accessed by a 
user. 
This definition applies to section 92A-E of the Copyright Act. 
3 Is a library an Intemet service provider? 
Applying the traditional and natTow understanding of an ISP, a library would not fall 
into the definition of an ISP as it is not an organisation with the "business objective" to 
provide telephone, Internet and other telecommunications services54 and which is in a 
contractual relationship with the user of a library-supplied public-access computer rather than 
it is a non-profit-making, public- ector institution with the ability to search for information an 
to develop knowledge actively. 55 One cannot deny that libraries and telecommunication ISPs 
have the provision of information services in common. However, one has to emphasise their 
different roles. While libraries provide access to the Internet as part of their societal function 
of "information dissemination", telecommunications ISPs follow their bus iness objective. 
The definition of ISP provided under the Copyiight Act, however, does not distinguish 
between these different motivations and kinds of information serv ices and includes different 
categories of ISPs . Besides the category of telecommunications ISP, the definition in section 
2 of the Copy1ight Act can also include downstream ISPs.56 These are "organisations that re-
supply Internet services received from telecommunications ISPs to other downstream ISPs or 
directly to their own users"57 . Thus, they offer, e.g. " the transmiss ion, routing or providing for 
digital online communications"58 . As a library might receive Internet services based on a 
contract with, e.g. a telecommunications company, and re-s upplies these services directly to 
the library 's users, it can act as a downstream ISP. Moreover, the library can act as the " link 
of a chain of downstream ISPs" as well. For example, a library 's parent institution, such as a 
city council, is a downstream ISP, receiving Internet services from a telecommunication ISP. 
54 
Sec Interview with Tony Millett, member of LIANZA (The Libra1y and Informat ion Association of New 
Zealand Aotearoa) and LIANZA 's Standing Committee on Copyright) (Mon ika Duppclfeld, LLM Research 
Paper, Victoria University of Wellington, 2 August 2009). Appendix I . 
55 Roben Burrell and Allison Coleman Copyright Exceptions The Digiw/ Impact (Cambridge Un ivers ity Press, 
Cambridge, New York , 2005) 137, 139. 
56 This term comes from the Telecommunication Carriers' Forum "Jnternct Service Provider Copyright Code of 
Prac ti ce Draft 4 Fcburary 2009" B. 
57 
Sec Interv iew with Tony Millett, above n 54; '·Submission on the Section 92A Re view Policy Proposal 
Consultation Doc ument '', above n '.W, 5. 
58 
Copyright Act 1994, s 2(a). 
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The library re-supplies the services such as a website to its users, by receiving it from the 
parent downstream ISP. Another group of ISP covered by the definition are organisations or 
individuals who have websites. Therefore, law firms, companies, schools, universities and 
libraries which have their own website can be regarded as an ISP. 
The first problem which occurs when analysing the definition of an ISP with regard to 
a library, is, that the Copyright Act, as well as other related documents
59
, do not distinguish 
between the different categories of ISPs. The documents only mention an ISP and the 
subscriber in general. They do not consider the distinction between telecommunications and 
downstream ISP and, that based on the broad definition of an ISP "an ISP may be both, ISP 
and subscriber simultaneously"
60
. As mentioned above, this ambiguity applies to libraries as 
well. With regard to the different functions of telecommunications ISPs and libraries as 
downstream ISPs it is questionable whether it is justified that they are treated equally by the 
law. This might impose
61 the same responsibility on libra1ies and e.g. telecommunications 
companies. At the same time libraries can act as a subscriber (downtown ISP subscribing 
services from a telecommunications ISP) and therefore, be hit in this role by the consequences 
accru111g from the responsibility and liability of telecommunications ISPs. This ambiguity 
deriving from the broad definition of ISP might be inconsistent with the libraries' 
responsibility to maintain the balance and has to be kept in mind for the following analysis of 
section 92A. 
B Facing the Problem 
The implementation of section 92A was planned in the context of ISP liability as a 
provision to combat illegal downloading which facilitates copyright infringement on a large 
scale
62 and to provide a strong protection of and effective relief to copyright holders. 
63 The 
Minister re ponsible
64
, Judith Tizard, set forth strong views on how artists were mo11gaging 
59 Sec for example Commerce Select Committee "Official's Report on the Copy1ight (New Technologies and 
Performers' Rights) Amendment Bill: Covering Report and Clause by Clause Analysis" (7 May 2007). 
60 Interview with Tony Millett , sec above n 54. 
6 1 
See Earl Gray and Kate Walters 'The Copyright ( ew Technologies) Amendment Act 2009: Updating ew 
Zealand's Copyright Act for the digital age" (2009) 15 CTLR 88. The further analysis will show the content 
of ISP liability, with special references to s 92A. 
62 Hon Simon Power MP, above n 11 . 
61 Ministry of Economic Development "Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Document for Consultation" ( 14 
July 2009) I www.med.govt.nz (accessed I September 2009); see further Johann Katz "Section 92A - To be 
or not to be" (2009) 5 NZIPJ 543. 
64 Judith Tizard is the former Minister of Commerce (Labour Party) under which the implementation of section 
92A was proposed. The current responsible Minister is Simon Power (National Party). 
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their homes to make films and music and were not making any returns on their investment, 
and al I because of Internet piracy. 65 
In section 53 of the first draft of the Copyright Amendment Bill66 section 92A was 
intended to be a requirement for the application of the limited liability of ISPs provided under 
sections 92B-E. The e provisions limit the liability of ISPs to a certain degree. Thus, ISPs do 
not infringe copyright because a user infringes copyright by using ISP services or by storing 
(unless the ISP knows or has reason to believe) or caching infringing material. 67 However, to 
qualify for the limitations on liability, ISPs should have adopted and reasonably implemented 
a policy that provides for termination of the accounts of repeat infringers.68 This means, that 
whilst ISPs undergo a limited liability on the one hand , these regulations only apply if the ISP 
adapts a termination policy and therefore, provides a procedure to react to copyright 
infringement by its subscribers or users. This construct seems to balance the responsibility 
and duties of ISPs, but does not consider the ambiguous role of libraries. 
Despite section 92A being removed from the draft Bill by the Commerce Select 
Committee69entirely, section 92A was included without being a condition to qualify for 
sections 92B-E by the Government in the final version of the Bill and Amendment Act. It 
states:70 
intern et service provider must have poli cy fo r termin atin g accoun ts o f repeat infringers 
( I ) An Internet service prov ide r must ado pt and reasonably impl ement a poli cy that provides 
fo r terminati on, in appropri a te c ircum sta nces, o f the account with th at Intern et se rvice 
provider o f a repeat infringer. 
(2) In subsection ( I ), repeat infringe r means a perso n who repeated ly in frin ges the copyright 
in a wo rk by using I or more of the Internet services of th e Internet service prov ider to do a 
res tri c ted ac t without the consent o f the co pyri ght owner. 
65 See Colin Jackson "Mini sters: why we changed the copyri ght act'' (2008), see http://it.gcn.nz (accessed 23 
A ugust 2009). 
66 Copyri ght Bill 2006, no 102- 1, s 53. 
67 Th . . b . h esc provrsrons a re not su Ject to t c paper. 
68 Sec Copyri ght Bill 2006, no 102 - I (Ex planatory Note). 
69 For reaso ns and reco mmendat ions o f the Commerce Select Committee sec Commerce Committee "Copyri ght 
( cw Techno logies and Perfo rmers' Ri ghts) Amend ment Bill 102-2 (27 Jul y 2007). 
7° Copyri ght Amendment Act 2008, s 92A. 
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As a consequence of the broad definition and lacking distinction between the different 
kinds of ISPs, the legal consequence of repeated copytight infringement, the te1mination or 
rather disconnection of the Internet access is also applicable to libraries - acting as ISP or 
subscriber. How this affects libraries' re ponsibility to strike the balance is analysed below. 
C Policy under Section 92A 
Section 92A required ISPs to have a policy to terminate the accounts of repeat 
copyright infringers in appropriate circumstances. However, the law did not state anything 
about the legal effects of the e policies. The Telecommunications CaiTiers' Forum (TCF) 
released a Draft Copyright ISP Code of Practice (draft) for public consultation in February 
200971 which was intended to be a template policy for ISPs, to assist them in meeting their 
obligations under the Act and had been developed by a TCF working party that included 
representatives of NZ's leading ISPs.72 As can be seen from the name TCF itself, this forum 
represents ISPs in the above mentioned general understanding, New Zealand 's major 
telecommunications ISPs such as Telecom, TelstraClear and Vodafone.
73 
However, as it is 
said in the draft, the Code would have been applicable to all those ISPs that had agreed to be 
bound by it. 7.i LIANZA, as a representative for various libraries made a submission to the 
draft. To assess the impact of the draft on libraries, one has to consider the ambiguous role of 
libraries as a subscriber as well as an ISP itself. 
The draft set out some major principles regarding the termination of an Internet 
account. However, the policy of termination emphasised on education and was intended to be 
applied in the light of the principle that "[t]ermination of an Internet Account is a ' last 
resort ' ."75 
71 Telecommunications Carriers' Forum, above n 56. 
72 Telecommunications Carriers ' Forum "Summary: TCF Releases Draft ISP Copyright Code for Public 
Consultation '' (4 February 2009) Press Release www.tcf.org.nz (accessed 22 August 2009). 
73 Telecommunications Carriers' Forum "TCF Members" www.tcf.org.nz (accessed 22 August 2009). These 
major companies were member to the TCF working pany as well. 
74 "Internet Service Provider Copyright Code of Practice Draft 4 February 2009", above n 56, para D 5. 
75 Ibid , para C 4.8. 
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1 Downstream ISP 
The draft, unlike the Copyright Act, distinguished between different kinds of ISPs by 
defining downstream ISP in the above mentioned meaning. Moreover, the Code set out in 
Clause 4.9 that76 
Downstream JSPs should not have their Internet Accounts terminated, since by doing so, a 
Party will inevitably terminate the Internet Accounts of Users who arc not involved 
whatsoever in the Infringement, which would be inappropriate and unacceptable. 
As libraries fall under the definition of downstream ISPs, this clause77 
remove[d] one of the major concerns of libraries , that all its Internet connections, and perhaps 
also the Internet connections of its parent organisation . . . could be terminated because of 
alleged infringement of copyright by someone using a library- upplied public Internet-access 
computer in the library. 
This quotation from LIANZA's submission shows that the association appreciated 
libraries' exceptional treatment under the planned clause 4.9 in their role as downstream ISP 
and therefore, subsctiber of Internet services. However, the statement does not consider the 
legal effect of such a regulation. Section 92A required a policy, but did not mention that every 
policy an ISP might have adapted would be legally effective and would meet the requirements 
of section 92A in an appropriate way. This question would still be open to a judicial ruling 
which could find that such an exception is a breach of the requirements under section 92A. 
Thus, the draft would not remove libraries' responsibility under the Act to implement a 
termination policy nor does it say that a policy - whether it affects libraries as ISPs or as 
subscribers - would be declared legally effective by a court. 
Moreover, clause 4.9 was not intended to protect downstream ISPs from their liability 
to have and implement a termination policy complying with section 92A of the Act. Instead, 
the TCF draft stated, that a downstream ISP ' s policy is going to be effective, once the 
telecommunications ISPs has passed a copyright holder's notice of copyright infringement to 
the downstream ISP.78 ln other words, the draft just passed on the determination of 
76 "Internet Service Provider Copyright Code of Practice Draft 4 February 2009", above n 56, para C 4.9. 
77 L!ANZA "Submission on TCF' s Draft Internet Service Provider Copyright Code of Practice" (26 February 
2009) 5 . 
78 " Internet Service Provider Copyright Code of Practice Draft 4 February 2009'' , above n 56, para C 4 .3; sec 
Appendix 2. 
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termination of an Internet account to the downstream ISP considering th
e fact that the 
involved parties are not just one ISP and an individual subscriber, but a chai
n of ISPs and a 
user. Therefore, the draft admittedly exempted libraries from a direct term
ination of the 
Internet account. 
However, it did not provide libraries or other downstream ISP with a regu
lation or 
sample policy how they should terminate their users' accounts, especially 
for downstream 
ISPs "which are unable to identify alleged copyright infringers"
79
. With regard to the above 
mentioned lack of a legal effect of any draft, the draft itself and in particular c
lause 4.9 of the 
draft did not remove libraries' responsibility to adapt a termination policy. T
he draft passed 
the responsibility of an appropriate termination policy on the shoulders of li
braries, even in 
their role as a subscriber (or downstream ISP). Hence, the draft - if had been 
declared legally 
effective by a cou,t - like section 92A itself lacked an appropriate solution 
for downstream 
ISPs, like libraries, which are not able to identify the alleged infringers,
 either because 
authentication of Internet users is not required, or because record by date a
nd time are not 
kept.so 
Although one cannot assume that the draft would have been declared legally 
effective 
and therefore, does not remove the responsibility of libraries to fulfil the 
requirements of 
section 92A, the draft reflected the balance libraries have to maintain in a m
ore appropriate 
way than the law itself. It distinguished between different kinds of ISPs and 
due to that fact, 
considered the termination of a downstream ISP, such as a library, as in
appropriate and 
unacceptable. Instead, it passed on the responsibility of the termination of an
 Internet access 
of an individual user to the libraries to find a regulation that balances both, co
pyright owners' 
and users' interests alike. 
2 Why it failed 
However, one of the largest telecommunications ISP, TelstraClear, withdrew from t
he 
TCF's negotiations because it did not "want to make bad legislation wo
rk"81. Without 
unanimous support from its members, the "Copyright Code of Practice" could
 not be ratified. 
79 
"Submission on TCF's Draft Internet Service Provider Copyright Code of Practi
ce", above n 77, 7. 
80 [bid , 9. 
8 1 
Computerworld 'TelstraCicar bails from copyright code talks: The code will not
 olve copyright issues, says 
TclstraClcar'" ( 11 March 2009) http://computcrworld.co.nz (accessed 25 August 
2009). 
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TelstraClear spokesman, Chris Mirams , stressed the fact that lots of customers and businesses 
had spoken and protested against section 92A via biogs and petitions. "In TelstraClear's view, 
any industry code would simply be an attempt to tidy up poorly drafted legislation."82 As 
Prime Minister John Key had already delayed the implementation of section 92A due to the 
controversy regarding the draft and had announced that the whole section would be suspended 
if the parties could not reach an agreement, he walked like he had talked . 83 He finally stopped 
section 92A for reviewing and re-examination. 
There are several legal problems regarding the draft, reflecting the problems and 
insufficiencies of section 92A itself which lead it to be an inappropriate solution for libraries ' 
responsibility to maintain the balance. These are briefly outlined in the following paragraphs. 
(a) Lack of clarity 
Section 92A, as well as the draft which mainly adapts the Act's te1ms, lacks clarity 
because of redundant or broad definitions. 
Besides the broad definition of an ISP which does not reflect libraries' ambiguous 
role84, the definition of "repeat infringer", which is required under section 92A of the Act is 
redundant. Subsection 2 of the amended section basically defines a repeat infringer as a 
"person who repeatedly infringes"85 and provides no information as to what repeated 
infringement actually means. Again, due to the fact that the law does not distinguish between 
telecommunications and downstream ISPs, the provision remains unspecific regarding the 
impact on libraries. The definition a "person who repeatedly infringes" shows that the law 
intends to deter an individual from copyright infringement by terminating their acce . While 
this might be a simple procedure for telecommunications ISP who can easily identify their 
subscribers as their relationship is based on a contract, the law does not take into 
consideration that allegations of copyright infringement made against a library may relate to 
single instances by separate users, rather than to multiple instances by one user. Therefore, the 
legislative threshold of te1mination for "repeated infringer" falls short. As a consequence, the 
termination of a library 's Internet account - although there might not be a repeat inf1ingement 
82 TclstraClear "S ubmi ssion on Draft Copyright Code of Practice" (6 March 2009) 4. 
83 Hon Simon Power MP, above n 11 . 
84 Sec above Ill C I a). 
85 Copyright Amendment Act 2008, s 53 (amended s 92A{2) of the Copyright Act 1994). 
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caused by a single person - would destroy the balance libraries have to
 maintain and 
strengthen copyright holder ' protection. 
By contrast, sections E-G of the draft set out when a person will be considered 
to be a 
"repeat inf1inger" under the Code, stating a highl y administrative notification
 process under 
which the account termination is mainly based on three undisputed education 
notices passed 
to the infringing user.
86 However, as the draft passes the responsibility of a termination policy 
onto downstream ISPs
87 and therefore libraries, it does not set out conditions of repeated 
infringement regarding downstream ISPs. This approach - if it would have
 been declared 
legally effective by a court - considers the libraries ' responsibility in a more 
consistent way 
with copyright law. Under such an approach - although this might lead to fu11
her problems
88 
- it would be up to the libraries to identify a repeat infringer and to strike the b
alance. 
Moreover, there is little clarity as to the interpretation of "approp1iate circums
tances", 
a te1m which is like "repeatedly infringes" essential to the detail for any term
ination policy. 
One can argue that thi s term is open for interpretation and that ISPs who wa
nt to fulfil the 
requirements under section 92A can set their "circumstances" individually . T
hus, libraries, 
which do not require an authentication of their users and therefore, might 
not be able to 
identify an alleged infringer, could define "appropriate circumstances" narro
wly. However, 
this could create an imbalance in favour of the users of libraries and copy
right material. 
Moreover, cou11s could find that such a regulation does not meet the nece
ssary level of 
compliance. 8
9 
(b) Gu i It by accusation 
The proposed wording of section 92A seems to have fu11her shortcomings, b
ased on 
the breach of legal principals. Section 92A violates the presumption of innoc
ence and does 
not provide for due process of law. 
86 
This procedure was called a three- trike policy by the Recordi ng Industry, see 
Reco rding Industry Association 
of America " RI AA CEO Encourages ISP lo Work with Music Indu stry to Add
ress Digita l Theft" (6 May 
2008) www. ri aa.com (accessed 25 August 2009) ; Recording Indu stry Associat
ion of ew Zealand (RIANZ) 
"Secti on 92a Questions and Answers with RI ANZ CEO Campbel l Smith" www
.rianz.org.nz/ria nz (accessed 
25 August 2009). Moreover, it is the term used by other jurisdictions, e.g. in Fr
ance under Hadop i. However, 
the New Zeala nd legislation docs not mention the term at a ll . 
87 Sec above Ill C. 
88 Sec lJJ D 3, IV B. 
89 See Emil y Mander, above n 8, 15 . 
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Section 92A demands the reasonable implementation of a policy that provides for 
termination but does not contain further regulations regarding the process itself. This means 
that providers would have to disconnect an infringer based on a "guilt by accusation" method 
of copyright enforcement through an avenue that avoids the stringent evidentiary 
requirements of the courts. 90 This method would not match with the principle of the 
presumption of innocence, set out as a fundamental principal for offences under the New 
Zealand Bill of Rights Act (BORA). 91 One has to consider, of course, that copyright 
infringement is not a genuine criminal law. However, the basic rule of evidence is not 
unbeknown to the civil law either, where it is called the " rebuttable presumption of 
innocence"92 . According to this basic rule of evidence, it would be the copyright holder's duty 
to prove the copyright infringement. As section 92A does not give fu1ther advice on the 
termination procedure but is "based on mere allegations" 93 it does not match with the civil 
law principle of innocence either. Despite the fact, that section 25(2) BORA can be limited in 
terms of the criteria of section 5 BORA, such a regulation would shift libraries ' responsibility 
to maintain the balance between both, copyright owners' and user's rights , in favour of the 
copyright holders and thus, would not be an appropriate solution. 
The draft however, t1ies to incorporate the traditional legal concept of " innocent until 
proven guilty" as well as rules for the admissibility of evidence. 94 Section E of the draft , for 
example, states that "the copyright holder must provide a party with evidence"95 . Moreover, 
the draft is trying to lessen the effects of section 92A's "guilt by accusation" method by 
providing that " [u]sers are to be considered innocent until an ISP has reason to believe, based 
on evidence that would be acceptable to a cou11, that a user is a repeat infringer"96 . Therefore, 
one can argue, that the draft has less legal shortcomings than section 92A itself. However, the 
draft is just a policy and not legally effective. 
90 Sec Emily Mander, above n 8, 15 . 
91 New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990, s 25(c). One can however, think of limitation s to that fundamental right 
in relation to s 5 of BORA, see Paul Ri sh worth and others The Ne11 · Zealand Bill of Rights (Oxford nivcrsity 
Press, Auckland, 2003) 676 with special regard to R 1• Oaks [ 1986] I SCR I 03. I lowever, Andrew Butler and 
Petra Butler The Ne11• Zealand Bill of Rights Act a commentary (Lexis- exis, Wellington , 2005) set out 
examples for such a limitation, e.g. in possession of drugs, which does not seem comparable to the relevant 
I SSUe. 
91 Halsbury 's lall's of England (4 ed Reissue, Buttcrworths Lexis- 1exis , Bath , 2002) vol 17( I ), Evidence, 280, 
para 579. 
93 internet Z " lntcrnetNZ welcomes Government Decision to abandon Copyright Act Clause" (23 March 2009), 
blog.lntcrnetnz.nct.nz (accessed 25 August 2009); Jason Rudkin-Binks and Stephanie Melbourne "The new 
'thrcc-strikes'regime for copyright enforcement in New Zealand- Requiring ISPs to step up to the fight '' 
(2009) 20 EntLR 146, 147. 
94 
Emily Mander, above n 8, 15 . 
95 "internet Service Provider Copyright Code of Practice Draft 4 February 2009". above n 56, para E I 0. 
96 Ibid, para C 4 .1 . 
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(c) ISP's discretion and the shift of responsibility 
The draft grants some discretion to an ISP evaluating evidence and detennining 
copyright infringement.
97 This results from the fact that section 92A " imposes the work of a 
court on the shoulders of a commercial - or in many cases, private - entity"
98
. Thus, ISPs 
would be "cop, judge, jury and executioner"
99 in one person . As copyright law often deals 
with complicated issues, such as the application of fair dealing provisions and other perm
itted 
acts and the balancing of competing rights in general, this task should not be shifted a
way 
from the comts and the Government. This b1ings into the play that section 92A does not o
ffer 
a due proces of law, in which a court might decide about complaints. The regulation m
ight 
impose sanctions without a first-instance hearing and moreover, deny a judicial review
. As 
the law provides just a framework for a termination policy, but asks ISPs to work
 out 
procedures how to meet the law 's requirements, it shifts the responsibility on ISPs in sev
eral 
aspects. They have the responsibility to adapt a policy, while at the same time they have
 the 
responsibility to "judge" about copyright infringement in an appropriate and fair way as t
here 
is no judicial body that can review a decision of termination . 
With regard to libraries ' responsibility it seems inappropriate that section 92A shifts 
the responsibility to find a termination policy on the shoulders of libraries . In the interv
iew, 
Mr Millett explains that to create an own policy "is standard practice for legislation to 
state 
the law, and for those affected to work out for themselves policies and procedures as ho
w to 
meet the law's requirements."
100 This estimation seems logical with regard to the legal 
practice, but does not consider that not just a policy itself needs to be reviewed by a court
, but 
also the decision of an ISP to terminate the access of a repeat infringer. Permitted acts u
nder 
copyright law might be relevant to a case, whereas ISPs might not have the knowledge
 and 
power to consider them. This might be different in cases of libra1ies, which know about 
their 
responsibility to maintain the balance between the protection of copyright holders and
 the 
access to copyright material for their users. However, it does not justify that the decisio
n of 
libraries in their role as ISPs are not subject to a judicial review. Moreover, libraries ca
n be 
97 "Internet Service Provider Copyright Code of Practice Draft 4 February 2009" , above n 56,
 para C 4.8, E I O-
il . 
98 Emily Mander, above n 8, I 5. 
99 Chris Barton "Copyright not about criminali si ng kids" ( 12 March 2009), sec www.nzherald
.co.nz (accessed 
26 August 2009); Z Centre For Political Research "Three Strikes and You Arc Terminate
d" ( 16 February 
2009), see www.scoop.co.nz (accessed I September 2009). 
wo Interview with Tony Millett, above n 54. 
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affected by this problem in their role as downstream ISP (subscriber) and therefore, be subject 
to another ISP' 
101 
decision, who is not aware of the special role of libraries. 
It has been shown that section 92A was a legislative approach to deal with the online 
piracy problem and to protect copyright holders. However, due to the lack of distinction 
between different kinds of ISPs and other legal shortcomings, it does not reflect libraries' 
responsibility to maintain the balance in an appropriate way. 
D Does the Review Proposal of Section 92A reflect the Responsibility of Libraries in 
an appropriate Way? 
After section 92A had been scrapped, the MEO published on 14 July 2009 a "Section 
92A Review Policy Proposal Document for Consultation" (review policy). 102 Submissions on 
that proposal were invited to address repeat copyright infringement in the digital environment 
until the beginning of August 2009. As this paper assesses the review policy proposal to find 
an appropriate olution for libraries regarding their responsibility under copyright law, one 
first has to point out the main aspects of the consultation document. 
1 The proposed approach: a summary 
The review policy is intended to provide a framework for a new bill to amend section 
92A. The proposed procedure of digital copyright infringement and the deterrence of future 
infringement by a termination of the Internet account of the infringing person consist of three 
phases. Fw1hermore, it sets out several questions regarding the procedure which ought to be 
addressed in submissions. 
The initial phase can be described as the "First Infringement and Cease and Desist 
Notice Procedure" 103. Copyright holders who asce11ain an online infringement of their rights, 
can begin the section 92A procedure by ending a first infringement notice to an ISP.
10
~ This 
101 The TCF draft mentions the po ibility of a complaint. Moreover, a termination would not affect libraries 
under th draft, cc above under Ill C I. As it is just a policy and not a statute, one cannot a sume ist legal 
effect. However. the draft already shows that JSPs will be "con ciou of adequately complying with cction 
92A, but will also not want to alienate and criminalise their own customers", sec Emily Mander, above n 8, 
15. 
102 "Section 92A Review Poli cy Proposal Document for Consultation", above n 63, 2. 
IOJ lbid. 
104 See Appendix 3. 
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first notice should present the ISPs with some details which enable them to identify 
the 
infringer. By doing so the ISP in turn, has to forward the notice to the infringing subscribe
r. If 
the subsc1iber does not stop digital copyright infringement, the first infringement notic
e is 
followed by a cease and desist notice. Both notices offer the infringing subscriber 
the 
possibility to contend via a response notice. 
Fu1ther (repeat) copyright infiingement leads to the second phase, "Obtain Copy1ight 
Tribunal Order"
105
. Where a subscriber has not ceased and desisted from further digital 
copyright infringement, the copyright holder - after passing through phase one - may appl
y to 
the Copyright Tribunal to obtain an order requiring the ISP to provide the name and con
tact 
details of the alleged copyright infringer. 
Once having applied to the Copyright Tribunal regarding this enquiry, the proposed 
procedure under section 92A enters phase three which deals with the procedure before 
the 
Copyright Tribunal. The Tribunal has to ensure that the infringement complaint is in line w
ith 
the requirements in the statute.
106 After the subscriber has been notified that an allegation of 
repeat copyright infringement has been lodged against him or her, he or she has 
the 
oppo1tunity to choose a mediation process to proceed with the case. Otherwise, o
r if 
mediation is unsuccessful, the Copyright Tribunal is convened. "The final stage would al
low 
the Copyright Tribunal to order damages, injunctions, fines and the termination of Inte
rnet 
accounts for persistent breaches of intellectual property."
107 
2 Does the proposal solve the problems of section 92A and the TCF Draft? 
Considering the review policy as a whole it is obvious that it adopts a different 
approach than section 92A in its withdrawn meaning. While section 92A obliged ISP
s to 
determine whether alleged copyright infringement had occtmed and to adapt and reasona
bly 
implement a policy that provides for termination, the proposal divests ISPs of doing
 so. 
Instead, it seems that a revised section 92A is going to combine a notice-and-notice-reg
ime 
with a fines and termination policy and to involve a third party, the Copyright Tribunal.
 As 
there is not a bill with an explicit wording at this stage of the legislative process, one can o
nly 
100 '"Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Document for Consultation", above n 63 , 3. 
106 Ibid. 
107 
The cw Zealand Herald "Copyright Tribunal gets 'net cop' power under new proposal" ( 
14 July 2009) , sec 
www.nzhcrald.co.nz (accessed 3 September 2009). 
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estimate its outcome with respect to the section 92A review policy which had been out for 
consultation. 
(a) Lack of clarity 
The section 92A review policy takes up the main terms set out under the original and 
former provision. However, the proposal contains some questions and ideas on how to define 
some of the terms. 
The proposal mentions the term of ISP as well, which refers the extraordinarily wide 
definition of an ISP in section 2 of the Copyright Act 1994. There is no mention in the review 
policy of any proposal to amend it. 108 This means that the proposal does not distinguish 
between different kinds of ISPs, nor does it recognise that ISPs, as cu1Tently defined, may be 
both ISP and subscriber simultaneously. 109 Therefore, downstream ISPs, such as libraries and 
schools would be subject to the termination policy in various ways. They could receive an 
order by the Copyright Tribunal to terminate the subscriber' s Internet account as well as being 
"victim" to the Copyright Tribunal's order addressing a telecommunications ISP to cut off the 
library itself. In this case the library, school or any other downstream ISP would be in the role 
of the infringing subscriber, although it might be actually the user of the library who commits 
the infringement. This problem was again addressed in submissions.
110 
However, the summary of the submissions barely mentions these concerns, while the 
co1Tesponding media statement by the Minister of Commerce, Hon Simon Power does not 
mention this insufficiency at all. Thus, it remains questionable and to be seen whether a 
revised section 92A seizes on the idea to naiTow the ISP definition to telecommunications 
ISPs. 111 A definition in the broad understanding, however, could have a great impact on 
libraries' responsibility to maintain the balance. As libraries could be "cut off' as downstream 
ISP and therefore, subscriber, the task to provide access to information for users would be 
curtailed and would create an imbalance. 
108 "Submis ion on the Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Consultation Document", above n 20, 4. 
109 Ibid, 6. 
110 Sec Mini stry of Economic Development "Section 92A Proposal : Summary of Submissions" (August 2009) 1, 
5. 
111 lbid , 4 (submissions made by cw Zealand Information and Communication Technologies Group (NZlCT). 
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Moreover, section 92A (2) set out a redundant definition of th
e term "repeat 
infringer". The section 92A review policy neither mentions the deletin
g of that definition in a 
reviewed section 92A nor does it propose to maintain it. However, th
e proposal takes up the 
te1111 of "repeat infringer" and addresses some questions regarding tha
t term at the same time. 
First of all, the criterion of the status of a repeat infringer is subject 
to the conditions of the 
notice procedure: a fir t infringement notice followed by a cease and 
desist notice in case of 
further infringement. If the infringer does not cease and de ist from
 "Internet piracy" after 
receiving the second notice, he or she equals the status of a repeat inf
ringer. By doing so and 
by applying to the Copyright Tribunal to strut the complaint process, 
the infringer receives a 
third notice. This is a complaint notice which has to be sent to the s
ubscriber, outlining the 
available options of a further proceeding including the mediation proce
ss .
112 
This means, that the current proposal takes up the idea of a notice wh
ich had already 
been chosen under the TCF Draft. 
11 3 Moreover, the term of "repeat infringer" is subject to 
another condition. The proposal document also sets out that there
 has to be reasonable 
evidence for repeat copyright infringement, which has to be prov
ed on the balance of 
probabilities during the proceedings.
114 The first and second notice require a certain state of 
evidence as well. Thus, it seems that the formerly redundant 
definition of "repeat 
infringement" is underpinned by a seizable definition - the noti
ce procedure. Another 
specification of "repeat infringement" in the consultation document is
 raised by the question 
whether repeat copy1ight infringement should extend to infringeme
nt in a work or works 
owned by different right holders.
115 
Those companies and institutions supporting the extension of th
e term "repeat 
infringement" emphasise the shortcoming of a regulation which would
 only apply to a person 
repeatedly infringing against a single right holder. This would not s
uppo1t the intention of 
section 92A, which is to implement a workable process to uphold 
copyright in an online 
environment. 
11 6 The opposite view focuses on the fact that each infringement allegat
ion is a 
112 Sec "Section 92A Proposal: Summary of Submissions", above n 110, 8
. 
113 
This procedure is also known in other countries, such as France , where
 the procedure is called a thrcc-strikc-
law. 
114 
Sec "Section 92A Proposal: Summary of Submissions", above n 110, 9
. 
Sec funher analysis under 111 D 2 (b). 
115 Ibid , 7. 
116 Ibid, 21-22. 
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dispute between one right holder and one user with its own particularities, such as that 
evidence might be only relevant to a single case and should not appear in any other case.
117 
It is out of the question that this issue either extends or limits the term of copyright 
infringement. Coming back to the initial understanding and intention of section 92A, it seems 
that a limitation of the term "repeat infringer" to one right holder and one work would create a 
loophole. It would miss the point and contradict reality as it is most likely that "digital 
copyright infringers" do not continue infringing in relation to a particular work, but to many 
different works owned by different copyright owners. Despite this fact, one cannot deny the 
objections of the other submitters and that a new section 92A has to ensure that reasonable 
evidence has to be proven in each case. 
LIANZA promotes the extension of "repeat infringement" to works by different right 
holders. 
118 As said above, this ensures copyright protection, but might again create an 
imbalance regarding libraries ' responsibility. In general, the definition of "repeat infringer" is 
more appropriate, but still lacks clarity and certainty regarding its impact on libraries as a 
downstream ISP and thus, being a subscriber to a telecommunications ISP. The review policy 
implies that the subsc1iber to an Internet service is the alleged and repeated copyright 
infringer. But at least in the case of downstream ISPs, thi s will not necessarily be so; it is 
those users, not the subscribing university , school or library, who may be alleged copyright 
infringers. 11 9 Furthermore, one has to take into consideration the aspect that an allegation of a 
repeated copyright infringement made against a library may relate to single instances by 
separate users, rather than to multiple instances by one user.
120 Thus, LIANZA remarked in its 
submission to the consultation document that 121 
[rJight-holders will be able to allege only that there have been possible repeat breaches of 
copyright at a particular IP address (or add ress range) - not that the alleged breaches have 
been undenaken by one or more repeat infringer. Footnote 9 on page 7 states that 'The 
balance of probabilities threshold level in this instance means that it is more than likely that 
repeat copyright infringement has occurred '. However, this is not the same as saying that 
repeat copyright infringement by the same individual Internet user has occurred. 
117 See "Section 92A Proposal: Summary of Submissions" , above n 110, 22. 
118 "S ubmi ssion on the Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Consultation Document", above n 20, 16, Question 
3. 
119 
Ibid, 8. 
120 Ibid , I 0. 
121 Ibid . 
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An extension to works of different right holders would 
also increase the danger of a 
library "being the infringing user" as different copy1ight 
infringements will always be caused 
by the same IP address of the public-access computer in 
a library. Thus, a tennination of the 
access is more likely and could favour copyright holders ' 
interests. 
The term of "appropriate circumstances" finds no m
ention in the consultation 
document. Instead , the decision of a termination falls un
der the jurisdiction of the Copyright 
Tribunal. 
122 
The proposal document shows that the MEO and the wor
king party have taken up the 
concerns and protests about the lacking of clear defin
itions inflamed under section 92A. 
However, the analysis has shown that the proposal still
 overstretches the responsibility of 
libraries to maintain the balance between the competing i
nterests underlying copyright law as 
it provides library-inappropriate definitions which lead to 
an imbalance in favour of copyright 
holders. 
(b) Guilt by accusation 
Another concern raised under section 92A was the "gui
lt by accusation" - p1inciple 
which would have avoided the stringent evidentiary requir
ements of the courts. 
Instead, the section 92A review policy takes up that con
cern and introduces different 
thresholds of evidence, which have to be proven at each
 stage of the notice-procedure. The 
fir t infringement notice has to be based on reasonable e
vidence, which means evidence that 
indicates copyright infringement has occuned based on 
the facts available.
123 The level of 
evidence required for a right holder to obtain a Copyri
ght Tribunal order is based on the 
equivalent of obtaining a search warrant; the right hold
er must have reasonable grounds to 
believe that infringement has occuned.
124 The last phase of the "termination procedure" 
proposes the threshold that reasonable evidence has 
been provided of repeat copyright 
infringement based on the balance of probabilities.
125 This means, the plaintiff has the burden 
122 See lll D 2 (c) . 
123 "Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Document for Cons
ultation··, above n 63 , 4 . 
1
~
4 Ibid. 6-7 . 
115 Ibid, 7. The balance of probabilities is the standard of proo
f that must be met to prove a civil case, sec Peter 
Spiller urn· Dictionary (6 cd, Buttcrwonhs, Wellington. 2005
) 29; Ha/sb11ry 's La11•s of England (5 cd , Lcxis-
Nexis. Bcccles. 2009) vol I I , Civil Procedure, 20, para 775 . 
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of proving his or her case and " it is proved on the balance of probabilities if its existence is 
more likely than not, or if it is established by a preponderance of probability". 126 However, it 
is said that the more serious the allegation, the higher will be the required degree of proof. 127 
One has to elaborate on the consequence of these different standards of proof as well 
as the made submissions, to assess whether the propo ed regulation matches better with the 
responsibility of libraries to maintain a balance. 
The majority of submitters support the proposal of "reasonable evidence" as an 
appropriate threshold level to send a first infringement notice, while others postulate a higher 
level which is consistent with the standard of proof in phase 3, the balance of probabilities. 128 
Others point out that the appropriateness might depend on what is meant by "reaso nable". 129 
The last submissions miss some aspects set out in the consultation document : The proposal 
includes the annotation that reasonable evidence has to indicate that copyright infringement 
has occun-ed based on the facts available. One has to admit that the part "based on the facts 
available" leaves some room for interpretation and that a revised section 92A could include 
some criteria to specify this definition . 
However, one has to stress that reasonable evidence of copyright infringement only 
leads to a first infringement notice, not to the termination of the Internet access. Therefore, it 
is justified that the threshold level is lower than in phase 3, where proved repeat infringement 
might lead to tremendou s consequences. The danger of innumerous first infringement notices 
caused by a low threshold leve l can be encountered by sanctions against right holders who 
make improper use of the notice procedure. 130 Such a regulation considers both - copyright 
holders and users' interests and therefore, treats libraries fairly. A lower threshold in the 
beginning of the " infringement process" enable copyright holders to start a procedure, whil t 
126 see Peter Spiller, above n 125, 29; Halsbury's La11·s of £11gla11d. above n 125, para 775. 
127 Ibid . 
128 Sec "Section 92A Proposal: Summary of Submissions'', above n I I 0, I 0. 
129 U ANZA even stated in ist submission that the appropriateness of the term depends on how " reasonable 
evidcnce" is interpreted by the Copyright Tribunal and therefore, shou ld issues initial guidelines. However, 
thi s proposal docs not consider that the review policy involves the Tribunal in phase three to ensure that the 
complaint comp li es with the procedure and thus, e.g . that phase one is completed. This affirmation as well as 
the requirement of proving a repeat infringement on the balance of probabilities might cover and encompass 
the " reasonable evidence" requireme nt. However, its is not up to the Copyright Tribunal to set out guide lines 
as thi s is not the body wh ich to prove and assess " reasonable evidence" sec "Submission on the Section 92A 
Review Po li cy Proposal Consu lt ati on Document··. above n 20, 15 Question I . 
130 This proposa l of the consultati on document was apprec iated by a ll submitters, see "Secti on 92A Proposal: 
Summary of Submissions", above n 11 0, 14. 
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at the same time, the teplike thresholds of evidence in the fu1ther procedure, 
consider users ' 
rights to have access to the Internet as a source for electronic information . 
The level of evidence
131 required for a right holder to obtain a Copyright Tribunal 
order requiring an ISP to provide the current name and contact details 
of the alleged 
copyright infringer was confirmed by the majority of submitters without mak
ing any further 
comments.
132 The same is true for the question whether reasonable evidence of repeat
 
copyright infringement, to be proved on the balance of probabilities, is 
an appropriate 
threshold level. LIANZA, however, remarked in accordance with the insuffi
ciencies of the 
te1111 "repeat infringer" and its inapprop1iateness regarding libraries that "th
e infringement 
may not be an instance of repeat infringement by one user".
133 Thus, it might be quite difficult 
to prove a repeat copyright infringement on the balance of probabilities. 
As the analysis has shown, the whole notice-procedure combined with differen
t kinds 
of evidence, which to some degree are subject to the Copyright Tribunal's jur
isdiction show 
that a revised section 92A is unlikely to adhere to the "guilt by accusation" 
piinciple. The 
different thresholds of evidence ensure that both copyright holders and users
' interests are 
preserved. The step I ike thresholds of evidence find an appropriate balanc
e between the 
protection of copyright holders rights against copyright infringement and us
ers ' interest to 
have access to copyright material and thus , to the Internet. While it might b
e easier in the 
beginning to start a procedure, the copyright infringement has to be "more like
ly than not" to 
lead to a termination of the Internet access. 
However, one cannot draw the conclusion that this balance is reflected in the ef
fect the 
regulation has on libraries . Due to the broad definition of an ISP and the p
roblems which 
occurred relating to the term "repeat infringer", the regulation retains some insu
fficiencies . As 
libraries might act as a subsciiber and do not require an authentication of their
 users it might 
be "more likely than not" that repeat copyright infringement has occurred on a
 public-access 
computer of a libraries , although the infringement might be caused by differe
nt users. Thus, 
the Internet access of a library could be terminated pursuant to the standard
 of proof. By 
13 1 This is based on the equivalent of obtain in g a search warrant. which requ ires re
asonable grounds to believe 
that infringement has occured . 
13 2 See ibid , 21. 
m "S ubmission on the Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Consultation Docum
ent", above 11 20, 17, Question 
3. 
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doing so, libraries' possibilities of information dissemination would be restricted and thus , 
create an imbalance in favour of the copyright holders. 
(c) ISP's discretion and the shift of responsibility 
Another aspect which caused protest under the former section 92A was the ISP' s 
discretion and the effect of section 92A to shift the responsibility for balancing competing 
rights away from the courts and Government. ISPs were required to adapt a termination 
policy and based on that , to terminate the accounts of their own subscribers in case of repeat 
copyright infringement. 
By involving a third pa1ty - the Copyright Tribunal - in the section 92A procedure, the 
consultation document shifts the responsibility from the ISPs back onto a legal body. The 
proposal of the Copyright Tribunal playing the role of an independent third party arbiter if 
necessary found general support in the submissions. 134 Under the consultation document it is 
intended that the Copyright Tribunal will have exclusive juri diction over matters covered by 
section 92A, unless proceedings commence or have commenced in the courts. 135 Section 211 
of the Copyright Act states that "The Tribunal shall have such functions as are conferTed on it 
by this Act or any other enactment." The current Act only confers functions on the Tribunal 
dealing with the hearing of disputes regarding the provisions of licences allowing the copying, 
performing and broadcasting of copyright works. 136 The review policy proposes that it will be 
in the Tribunal's power to obtain an order requiring an ISP to provide name and contact 
details of the infringer and - as a last option to get through the procedure under section 92A -
to impose a remedy, including fines or the termination of the subscriber's Internet account. 
Thus, these functions are not covered by the current jurisdiction. This means, that an amended 
section 92A has to extend the jurisdiction of the Tribunals to comply with sect ion 211. 
134 See Hon Simon Power "Section 92A: summary of submissions released" (August 2009) 
www.bcchivc.govt.nz (accessed I September 2009). The Copyright Tribunal was originally incorporated in 
1983 as a non-profit society to provide copyright and cultural based industries with a range of services, such 
as disputes about licenses, including an interface with Government, sec Copyright Council of cw Zealand 
Copyright Law in Ne11• Zealand: th e Copyright Tribunal sec www.copyright.org.nz (accessed 3 September 
2009). 
135 "Sect ion 92A Review Policy Proposal Document for Consultation '· ( 14 July 2009). sec above n 63. 2. 
136 Copyright Act I 993. ss 149 et seq. 54, 63: Ministry of Ju stice ··copyright Tribunal" www.justice.govt.nz 
(accessed 17 September 2009). 
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Beside some submissions addressing the cost assignment of the procedure before the 
Copyright Tribunal 
137 other institutions and companies have commented on the authority of 
the Copyright Ttibunal in general , questioning whether the Copyright Tribunal is the r
ight 
body for a jurisdiction dealing with section 92A.
138 With regard to section 211 of the 
Copyright Act, the law does not rest1ict the Tribunal 's jurisdiction a priori , but leaves i
t to 
legi lation to confer functions . Thus, there is no reason to say, that the Tribunal is not 
the 
right body to have jurisdiction over these matters . Once the functions of the body grow,
 the 
expertise in matters relating to section 92A will grow as well.
139 One can argue that the 
solution to shift section 92A matters on the Copyright Tribunal is an appropriate solution 
and 
compromise. 
The Tribunal mi ght fulfil its responsibility in a better way than Courts, due to the fact, 
that these legal bodies are not just concerned with copyright law and are over allocated . Th
us , 
from the perspective of a copyright holder it might take too long to proceed against 
the 
infringer, while at the same time repeat copyright infringement and its legal consequences 
can 
be avoided by an early involvement and fast procedure of the Tribunal. The review policy
 for 
example, provides for a mediation process who e outcome may be that parties negotia
te a 
licences agreement, terms of use agreement or that considers that a subscriber may b
e a 
business with multiple subscribers on one IP address which makes identification of the actual 
infringer difficult and termination perhaps unreasonable. 
140 This provides a facility to 
consider libraries' special position as a downstream ISP in an adequate way as they usually
 do 
not require an authentication of their Internet users. Thus, it is not compulsory that libra
ries 
are cut off the Internet, but are subject to the Copyright Tribunal 's or mediator 's discret
ion. 
This effect balances the intere ts reflected in the role of libraries in a more appropriate 
way 
than leaving it to the di scretion of an ISP who might be not aware of the special function 
and 
role of libraries. 
Moreover, the review policy indicate that either the High Court or an appeal section 
of the Copyright Tribunal should be concerned with appeals to the Tribunal's decisions
.141 
m "Section 92A Proposal: Summary of Submissions" , above n 11 0, 32. This question is not to b
e add ressed in 
this paper. 
138 Sec ibid , 9 . 
139 
The concern of lacki ng cxpenise with issues of an evidcn ti ary nature ca n be met with the 
fact that th e 
Tribunal consists of three members, one of whom is appointed and mu st be barrister or so
li ci to r of th e Hi gh 
Coun with at least seven yea r's experience, sec Ministry of Ju stice, above n 136. 
140 
Sec "Section 92A Review Pol icy Proposa l Document fo r Consultation" , above n 63 , 8. 
14 1 See ibid , 9. 
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s 
With regard to section 224 of the Copyright Act which approves an appeal to the High Court 
on questions of law in a Tribunal decision , it seems to be in line with the Copyright Act to 
allow an appeal to the High Court. This offers a due legal process in questions of law and 
ensures once more that libraties in their function as downstream ISP (or affected subscriber) 
are treated fairly by appealing to another body if they are dissatisfied with a determination of 
a Tribunal as being erroneous in point of law. 
3 Can libraries fulfil the requirements of a revised section 92A? 
As can be seen from the above analysis the review policy takes up some of the major 
concerns which were raised under the former wording of section 92A. With special regard to 
the responsibility of libraries, however, there are remaining insufficiencies , such as the broad 
definition of ISP and the inappropriateness of the te1m repeat infringer. Besides these general 
aspects, the review policy requires ISPs to take pa1t in the "procedure against copyright 
infringement" to a certain degree. These requirements and hence, their responsibility needs to 
be assessed with special regard to libraries . 
Phase I of the review policy requires ISPs to forward the first infringement and where 
necessary a cease and desist notice to the subscriber at the subscriber's current registered 
contact address. 142 Moreover, the ISP is required to maintain records of their subscribers' 
alleged infringements for a period of nine months.143 However, the ISP is just required to 
provide the cwTent name and contact details of the alleged copyright infringer (subscriber) or 
any other relevant information to a right holder after being served a Copyright Tribunal order. 
LIANZA pointed out in its submission to the review policy that libraries do not require an 
h . . f h . I 144 aut ent1cat1on o t eir ntemet-access computers. 
At least 50 % of these users arc not members of the library; a number do not have driving 
li cences or other means of idcnti fication ; and some of the users arc ove rseas visitors . 
Moreover the Aotearoa People 's Network, which is being rolled out in public libraries to 
facilitate access to information and particularly to official and government information, 
encourages libraries to provide Internet access as freely as possible, and without requiring 
authentication. 
142 See "Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Document for Consultation", above n 63, 4. 
143 Ibid. After 9 months lapsed, the first infringement notice will be deemed invalid and Phase I has to begin 
aga in . 
144 "Submission on the Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Consultation Document", above n 20, 9. 
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Fm1hermore, the submission as well as the interview with Tony Millett emphasises 
that even if downstream ISPs such as universities require identification of their users by using 
passwords, these do not cuITently keep records of the many thousands of users. From 
LIANZA's point of view, such an obligation "would be prohibitively cumbersome and 
expensive". 145 Tony Millett even warns that authentication and retention of user records 
"would act as a deteITent to free Internet access, which is one of the fundamental roles of 
librarie in New Zealand". 
146 
It is incontestable, that the previous proposed obligations require investments and a 
reorganisation of libraries and mean an increased responsibility of ISPs and therefore, 
libraries. However, it is highly arguable whether the statements by LIANZA and Tony Millett 
reflect the libraries' responsibility in an appropriate way. As analysed above, the digital age 
and its technical devices such as the Internet, simplify copying and thus, copyright 
infringement. Therefore, the digital age requires the legislator to adjust copy1ight law, to 
maintain the balance underlying copyright law, which is the protection of the copyright 
holders on the one hand and easy access to information and copyright material for the public 
on the other hand. As libraries act as a point of intersection their responsibility has to be 
reflected by the law. 
In the interview, Tony Millett emphasised that "LIANZA does not argue that libraries 
should receive special treatment because there are a number of other organisations ... which 
are in the same situation as libraries."
147 However, it seems that by resisting the attempt of 
authentication and retention, LIANZA indirectly contends to "receive special treatment". 
Without touching the question of whether "termination" of a libraries' Internet account based 
on a lacking distinction between different kinds of ISPs reflects libraries' responsibility in an 
appropriate way, the denying of authentication and retention of user records is not justified. 
By doing so, libraries could evolve into legal vacuums and a place for a free ticket for repeat 
copyright infringement. There is certainly no doubt that libraries try to avoid and prevent 
copyright infringement by education and warning notices 
148
, but this is not enough to 
maintain the balance. 
145 "Submission on the Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Consultation Document", above n 20, 11. 
146 Interview with Tony Millett , above n 54. 
147 Ibid . 
148 Copyright Task Force of LIANZA "Sample Library Internet Service Provider Copyright Policy" (March 
2009) 14-15 www.lianza.org.nz (accc sed 13 July 2009) . 
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LIANZA's Sample Library ISP Copyright Policy, which sets out suggested procedures 
to minimise copyright infringement and to deal with it, concludes that in most cases it is not 
possible to identify a person. "In such cases the Library reports back to the ISP or copyright 
owner that the alleged breach has been investigated but that the alleged infringement cannot 
be substantiated or infringer identified". This result is not satisfactory relating to libraries' 
responsibility as it would be a solution to the disadvantage of copyright holders. A new 
procedure to enable libraries to identify their Internet users is certainly accompanied with 
considerable cost. However, one has to be aware of the function of libraries to preserve New 
Zealand's heritage to enable access for the public but to create an incentive to increase 
creativity as well. As part of "New Zealand's knowledge infrastructure" 149 one has to invest 
into libraries to ensure that they can fulfil their growing responsibility . 
Thus, the above mentioned requirements under the review policy appear to be an 
adequate approach and are encompassed by the responsibility of libraries in the digital age. 
On the whole, one can state that the review proposal - despite remaining problem - reflects 
the responsibilities of libraries in a more appropriate way than the former section 92A. 
IV HOW TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
The analysis has shown that the former section 92A contained several insufficiencies 
relating to libraries and their responsibility. The review policy has taken up some of the major 
concerns and proposes the inclusion of the Copyright Tribunal and an evidence procedure. 
These proposals treat libraries more fairly with regard to their special role to maintain the 
balance between copyright users' and copyright holders' interest. However, there are 
remammg insufficiencies and regulations which are not appropriate. These aspects are 
addressed in the following paragraph. Moreover, this paragraph proposes an adequate 
treatment of libraries that matches with their responsibility in an appropriate way. 
A Termination 
Both, the former section 92A a well as the review policy focus on termination as a 
legal con equence of repeat copyright infringement. However, the e two propo al had, and 
have, different impacts on libraries and their termination as a subscriber. While under section 
149 Richard Worth. above n 24. 
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92A it was up to the ISP to set up the circumstances for a termination of an Internet acces
s 150, 
the review policy leaves the decision to the Copyright Tribunal's or mediator's discret
ion. 
The policy mentions that the ubscriber (account holder) may be a small business or dome
stic 
household which has multiple subscriber on one IP address which would make identifica
tion 
of the actual infringer difficult and termination perhaps unreasonable. Although libraries
 are 
not mentioned in this enumeration, it is possible that a mediator or the Tribunal finds 
the 
termination of a library's Internet account unreasonable. This might be the case when
 the 
library acts as the downstream ISP and therefore, as subscriber of an Internet account. 
Despite this fact, which is more appropriate than the former approach, there is 
requirement to comment on the possibility of a disconnection of libraries' Internet account
s in 
general. The termination of a library's account as a consequence of being a downstream IS
P is 
a rigorous and disproportionate sanction. With regard to the above mentioned functions 
and 
roles , libraries obtain in the digital age, a termination of a public-access-Internet-comp
uter 
contradicts the purpose of information dissemination and of free and easy access to on
line 
material. The New Zealand Digital Content Strategy Working Paper which stood on the v
ery 
beginning of the Copyright Amendment Act stated that New Zealand Government's Dig
ital 
Strategy has a key goal in relation to content: "To unlock New Zealand's stock of content 
and 
provide all New Zealanders with seamless, easy access to the information that is importan
t to 
their lives , businesses, and cultural identity.
151 Libraries act as intermediary to reach this goal. 
Moreover, one can argue that this goal is somehow connected to section 14 BORA 
which states that "Everyone has the right to freedom of expression, including the freedom
 to 
seek, receive, and impart information and opinions of any kind". The wording of 
this 
fundamental right does not just state the right to freedom of expression, but also the righ
t to 
freedom of information. "The two go hand in hand: without freedom of information, freed
om 
of expression is void of meaning." 
152 It prevents the state from restricting a person from 
receiving information.
153 From this perspective, one can argue, that termination of libraries' 
Internet accounts is a breach to the right "to receive information" for all users of librarie
s as 
150 A ccn above, the TCF Draft would have excepted downstream ISPs, such as libraries from a termination
. 
However, the draft would not have been legally cffccivc . 
151 
Geoff McLay "Strategy and Intellectual Property - Scoping the Legal Issues, Research R
epon Commissioned 
to Inform the Development of the New Zealand Digital Content Strategy Working Paper
 2" (April 2006) 
Introduction , 7. 
152 Christina J Angelpoulos " Freedom of Expression and Copyright: The Double Balancing Act (
2008) 3 IPQ 
328 , 330. 
153 Andrew Butler and Petra Butler, see above n 91, 320. 
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they would not have access to the Internet and therefore, on! ine sources and databases via the 
library. 
However, one has to be aware of the fact the right to receive information does not 
entail the right to insist on being given access to information . 154 This limitation of the right to 
freedom of information was found by the ECHR in Leander v Sweden. However, the 
judgment was concerned with an individual' s right of access to information . In the particular 
situation - due to libraries' ambiguous role of ISP and subscriber - a termination would lead 
to the denial of online access for all the users and therefore, a restri ction of information . As 
lots of the copyright material and information is availabl e online today, libraries' 
responsibility to maintain the balance between copyright holders ' protection and the 
providing of information for the public would be endangered. Despite the fact that the 
libraries' responsibilities to maintain the balance grow in the digital age, this cannot mean that 
their responsibility is overstretched to an extent that contradicts their genuine function . Thus, 
a termination seems inappropriate to strike th e balance. This result can be stressed by having a 
look to other countries and jurisdictions which mostly refu se from cons idering termination as 
an adequate consequence to repeat infringement. Thus, the European Parliament for 
example, 155 
[c]all s on the Co mmiss io n and the M ember States to recogni se that the In tern et is a vast 
platform fo r cultu ra l expression, access to knowledge, and de mocrati c parti c ipat ion in 
European creati vity, brin ging generati ons together th rough the info rmati o n soc iety; ca ll s on 
th e Commi ss ion and the Membe r S ta tes, to avoid adoptin g measures confli c tin g with civil 
liberti es and human ri ghts and with th e principl es o f pro porti ona lity, e ffec ti veness and 
di ssuasiveness, such as the interrnpti on o f In te rn et access . 
Thi s statement does not even refer in particular to the specia l rol e of libraries, but 
opposes a di sconnection of the Internet in general. Thus, with regard to the aspect that 
libraries act as intermediary of informati on and therefore, de mocratic partic ipatio n it seems 
even more justified to exempt libraries as dow nstream ISP fro m the legal consequ ence of a 
tennination of their Inte rnet accounts. This deci sion should not be in the di screti o n of the 
Copyright Tribunal o r mediator, but included into a new ectio n 92A . 
154 Andre w Butler and Petra Butl er, sec above n 9 1, 320; Leander 1• S11 •ede11 ( 1987) 9 E HHR 433 (ECtHR ) para 
74. For influence o f ECtHR decisions on 1cw Zea land cases sec Paul Ri sh worth a nd others, above n 9 1, 65. 
155 Europea n Parli ame nt Resoluti on of I O A pril 2008 o n cultura l industri es in Europe (I I 2007/2 153), no 23. 
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B Libraries' Responsibility in the Digital Age 
Although this paper argues that the legislator should exempt downstream ISPs , in 
particular libraries, from the legal consequence of termination of the Internet account, thi s 
does not mean that libraries do not have to adjust their responsibilities in the digital age. As 
the Internet simplifies copying, there exists the increased danger of repeat copyright 
infringement, even via the public-access computers of libraries . Therefore, libraries are asked 
more than ever before to maintain the balance underlying copyright law and hence, to ensure 
that the interests and rights of copyright holders are protected whilst at the same time easy 
access to worldwide information and copyright material for the public remains unchanged . 
Thus, it is preferable to require libraries to authenticate users of their library-provided 
Internet-access PCs, and to retain user records for a cer1ain period. It is unreasonable to 
exempt libraries not only from termination of their accounts, but from investigating cases of 
repeat copyright infringements within their buildings. If the law grants a special treatment to 
libraries by exempting them from termination with special regard to their function , libraries 
have to accommodate copyright holders by ensuring that their rights are protected as well. 
Without any doubt, education obtains priority. Users of copyright material have to understand 
the value of copyrights for a society and that the infringement of a copyright is as worse as 
infringing a tangible thing . 
Thus, libraries should "post warning notices regarding copying and downloading from 
the Internet adjacent to its public-access computers and on screen-savers."
156 This regulation 
is par1 of LIANZA's Sample Library Internet Service Provider Copyright Policy which was 
produced with respect to the former wording of section 92A, but which is going to be re-
written as soon as the Copyright Act is amended.
157 The regulation provides a good starting 
point for preventing the users of libraries from copyright infringement. The same is valid for 
the proposal to block the access to Internet sites on libraries ' computers whose sole purpose is 
known to be to facilitate the illegal downloading of material s from the Internet.
158 However, it 
seems that these preventive mechanisms do not reflect libraries' responsibility in an 
appropriate way and therefore, are insufficient. The initially mentioned study about New 
Zealand's Internet users shows that users are somehow resistant against education regarding 
156 See Copyright Task Force of LIANZA, above n 148, 15 . 
157 "Submission on the Section 92A Review Policy Proposal Consultation Document", above n 20, 13. 
158 See Copyright Task Force of LlANZA, above n 148, 16. 
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copyright infringement. Thus, it i unlikely that library users will care much about warning 
notices and that librarians can keep an eye on everyone using the Internet. 
Thus, it seems more effective to find a regulation besides preventive mechanisms that 
ensures that libraries can identify their Internet users and potential copyright infringers and to 
deny infringers Internet access via the libraries by an adequate procedure. This could be 
formed similarly to the procedure provided under the review policy and therefore, include an 
evidence procedure and a legal body, such as the Copyright Tribunal. Mr Millett emphasises 
that this might lead to a limitation of freedom of information as at least 50 % of users are not 
members of the library; many (particularly young people) do not have driving licences or 
f . f . . 159 Th. other means o 1denti ication; and some of the users are overseas v1s1tors. - 1s paper, 
argues that libraries should require user identification. If people do not have any means of 
identification, this could oblige them to become a member of the library. At worst, this might 
lead that individual persons, such as overseas visitors, who do not want to become a member 
of the library, are denied access to the Internet in libraries and therefore, are restricted in their 
freedom of information. However, as mentioned above, to receive information does not entail 
the right to insist on being given access to information. 160 
It is inappropriate to terminate a whole libraries' Internet access. However, the digital 
age requires libraries to adjust their responsibility to maintain the balance between the 
competing interests between copyright holders and copyright users. To require libraries to 
identify and notify 161 their Internet users and potential copyright infringers seems to be an 
appropriate approach to do justice to both, copyright holders and users. Thus, by doing so, 
libraries can re-establish the balance underlying copyright law which is reflected in their 
cun-ent function. As BitTell has stated in 1906, libraries have to grow. By applying this 
statement to the digital age, libraries' responsibilities have to grow and meet the needs of 
technology and copyright. 
159 See Interview with Tony Millett, above n 54. 
160 See Leander i • S11'eden ( 1987) 9 EHHR 433 (ECtHR) para 74 . 
161 Same approach is planned in the United Kingdom, see Depa11ment for Culture, Media and Sport an<l 
Depal1ment for Business, Innovation and Skills '·Digital Britain Final Report" (June 2009) 113 . 
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V CONCLUSION 
New technologies require the adjustment of existing laws. Copyright law in pa
tticular 
is challenged by the development of the Internet as it makes copying far easie
r and of better 
quality . The negative downside of this progress, however, is that copyright infr
ingement, such 
as by illegal downloading, increase . Therefore, legislation has to adjust copyr
ight law and to 
crusade against copy1ight infringement to re-establish the balance underlying 
copyright law, 
which is the protection of copyright holders' interest on the one hand and the p
ublic 's interest 
to have easy access to information and copyright material on the other hand. A
s libraries act 
as a point of intersection, it is their responsibility to reflect this balance. 
This paper has presented the approach under the former section 92A as wel
l as the 
approach under the review policy which address the fight against copyright i
nfringement in 
the digital age by involving ISPs in the investigation of copyright infring
ement and the 
disconnection of their subscribers from the Internet in cases of repeat copyrigh
t inftingement. 
This paper has sought to argue that both approaches, however, due to the fact
 that under the 
cu1Tent definition of an ISP, libra1ies can be both , ISP and subscriber (or downstrea
m ISP) 
simultaneously, overstretch the libraries ' responsibility as the library could 
be cut off the 
Internet. Hence, libraries could not fulfil their responsibility to maintain the ba
lance alike and 
the regulation would create an imbalance in favour of the copyright holders . 
Thus, this paper proposes to exclude libraries from the legal conseque
nce of 
termination. Instead, they should be required to provide authentication mecha
nisms of their 
Internet users, to identify repeat copyright infringers and due to a legal proc
ess deny them 
access to the Internet via the libraries. Such a procedure would reflect libraries
' responsibility 
in the digital age in an appropriate way. 
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VI APPENDICES 
A Appendix 1 - Interview with Tony Millett, LIANZA 
1. How do you assess the fact that libraries are included in the definition of Internet 
Service Providers within section 92A of the Copyright Act, and therefore are liable 
for copyright infringements? 
The definition oflnternet service provider ( ISP) is inse1ted into section 2(1) of the 
Copyright Act 1994 by section 4(2) of the Copyright (New Technologies) Amendment 
Act 2008. The definition, which is cunently in force, applies to sections 92A to 92E 
inclusive. Al I these sections are in force, with the single exception of section 92A, 
implementation of which has been delayed. 
In my view the definition encompasses four distinct categories of ISP: 
a. Telecommunications ISPs, which are commercial organisations set up to provide 
telephone, Internet and other telecommunications services. Examples include 
Telecom Xtra, TelstraClear, Vodafone, Woosh, Yahoo, etc. 
b. Downstream ISPs 162, which are organisations that re- upply Internet services 
received from telecommunications ISPs to other down stream ISPs or directly to 
their own users. Examples include city and district councils, libraries, tertia1y 
education institutions and school s. 
c. Organisations that have websites, such as companies, businesses, shops, offices, 
law finns, Parliament, Government departments, schools, universi ties , 
polytechnics, hospitals, cinemas, churches, libraries, etc. 
d . Individuals who have websites . 
Neither the Copyright Act nor the MEO Consultation Document 163 recognise these 
distinctions - the Consultation Document, for example, refers to "the ISP" and "the 
subscriber" without noting that an ISP, as cu1Tently defined, may be both ISP and 
subscriber simultaneously. 
If the subscriber relationship was only between a telecommunications ISP and an 
individual or organisation that purchases Internet access and other services from the 
telecommunications ISP, there would be no great difficulty . Individual s should be able to 
be held responsible for their actions; and likewi se, organisations should be able to be held 
responsible for the actions of their employees. In both cases, it hould be possible to 
identify any alleged infringers. 
162 The term comes from the Telecommunication Carriers' Forum draft lnremer sen•ice pr01•ider copyright code 
of pracrice dated 4 February 2009. 
163 cw Zealand. Ministry of Economic Development. Seer ion 92A rel'iew policy proposal document for 
consu lrarion. Wellington, Jul y 2009. http :// w,, ,, .mcd. !!:O\'t.n7/upload/6868:l/ p1oposal-documcnt.pdf. 
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The problem arises with downstream ISP who on-su
pply Internet services from a 
telecommunications ISP to other downstream ISPs or
 to their own users. It is those users , 
not the subscribing downstream ISP, who may be cop
yright infringers. 
There are several issues here: 
a. It is not acceptable that the entire Internet access of a 
library, university or school 
could be tenninated because of alleged infringement 
of copyright by one of its 
users. 
b. And in many if not most in tances, it will not be p
ossible for the downstream ISP 
to identify alleged infringers, either because (like libr
aiies) they do not require 
users of their public Internet services to authenticate;
 or because (like universities 
and schools) they do not retain records by date and ti
me of those using their public 
Internet services, and to require them to do so would 
be both unreasonable and 
expensive. 
c. Further, telecommunications ISPs and rights-hold
ers will not be able to distinguish 
between single instances of possible copyright infring
ement by separate users, and 
multiple (repeat) instances of possible copyright infri
ngement by one user. All 
they will be able to do is to allege that there have bee
n possible repeat breaches of 
copyright at a particular IP address or address range -
not that the alleged breaches 
have been undertaken by one or more repeat infringer
. 
LIANZA does not argue that libraries should receive
 special treatment, because there are 
a number of other organisations (for example univers
ities, polytechnics, schools, Internet 
cafes, etc) which are in the same situation as libraiies
. Rather, LIANZA is arguing that 
the law needs to be framed in such a way as to recogn
ise the different types of ISPs, and 
to take cognisance of the fact that most downstream I
SPs are unable to identify alleged 
infringers. 
2. With respect to your own experiences, do you think
 there has been a high number of 
copyright infringements that occurred on library-supp
lied Internet-access PCs? 
There is no way of knowing. It is known that library
 clients use library-supplied PCs 
illegally to download music from library-owned CDs
 and other sound-recordings onto 
their own iPods or other devices, and there is no reas
on to suppose that they don ' t also 
illegally download music from the Internet. It is unli
kely, however, that such illegal 
downloading would be significant, given that most li
brary-supplied Internet access PCs 
are in view both of library staff and other library user
s , and that there are usually user time 
restrictions on Internet access. 
The LIANZA Copyright Guidelines 
164 recommends that libraries put up warning notices 
about illegal copying and downloading of music and 
gives suggested wording in 
Appendix 2 of that document. 
164 LIA ZA. Copyri ght T ask Fo rce. Th e Copyright Ac
t 1994 and a111 endments: guidelin es f or librarians . 6
°' 
editio n. Edited by Tony Mill ett. Wellington, Marc
h 2009 . 
http ://\\,\\\\ .li an7a.O r!!.. n7/li brarv/ fi les/s tore 022/LI
ANZA Copvright G uidcli nes Ma rch 2009. pdf. 
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3. How do you assess the fact that section 92A creates only a framework for ISP 
liability, but leaves it to the ISP to create its own policies? 
It is standard practice for leg is latio n to state th e law, and fo r those affected to work out for 
themselves polic ies and procedures as to how to meet the law's requirements. 
4. Where do you see the weaknesses of the draft of the Telecommunications Carriers' 
Forum (TCF) code of practice relating to libraries? 
This is covered in LIANZA 's Submission on TCF 's draft Internet service provider code of 
practice of 26 February 2009. 165 The Submiss ion inc ludes many of the same points as are 
given above. 
5. Do you think libraries should have a special role regarding the embodiment of ISP 
liability, such as exceptions which just apply to libraries? 
No, for the reasons given in the la t paragraph of the res ponse to Question I (above). 
6. What is your forecast for the future? Do you think there might be any problems and 
changes following the review of section 92A affecting libraries? What are your 
recommendations and suggestions? 
The MEO has recently re leased a Consultati on Document 166, to whi ch LIANZA has 
responded 167 . As is made clear in thi s Submiss ion, the same problems remain . Whil e I 
may be pleasantly surprised, it seems unlikely th at Secti on 92A or other sections of the 
Copyright Act will be changed to take into account all the points made by LIANZA in its 
Submission. LIANZA will , of course, be able to make a submiss ion on the Bill 
implementing section 92A and any othe r amendments at the Select Committee stage -
unless implementation is by Regul ation. 
LIANZA will strongly res ist any attempt to require libraries to authenticate users of 
library-provided Intern et-access PCs, and to retain user record s fo r a lengthy period, just 
so that poss ible alleged copyri ght infringers can be identi fied. Authenticati on and 
retention of user records would be very di fficult and ex pen ive, and would act as a 
deteITent to free Intern et access, whi ch is one of th e fund amental ro les of libraries in New 
Zealand , particularly those libraries which are part of the Aotearoa People's Network. At 
least 50% of users are not member of the library; many (parti cul arl y young people) do 
not have dri ving licences or o ther means of identificati on; and so me of the users are 
overseas vis ito rs. 
Once the rev isions co me into effect, libra ries will ju st have to fi nd way of working with 
whatever the legal requirements turn out to be. To as i t in thi s, LI ANZA' s Standin g 
Committee on Copyri ght (the Copyri ght Taskfo rce' s new name) will rev ise the Copyright 
165 See http ://www .tcf.org.n1/con1cnt/748ca4cf- I cd7-4c25-b54c-c b4b7c9337 14.cmr. 
166 New Zeala nd . Mini stry of Economic Deve lopmen t. Section 92A rel'iew policy proposal document for 
consultation . Wei lingto n, Jul y 2009. hltp :/fo \\\~ .met! . gO\ t.n 7/upload/68683/pronmal -documc nt.pdf. 
167 LLA ZA submi ss ion on the section 92A review po li cy proposa l consultat ion doc ument. We llington , August 
2009. 
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Guidelines, and also LIANZA 's document Sample library Internet service provider 
copyright policy. 168 In this environment it is very important that libraries have policies 
and procedures in place which define what steps they take to prevent copyright 
infringement in their institutions by either their own staff or by library users , insofar as 
this is possible. 
Tony Millett FNZLA 
tony.mi I lett @xtra.co. nz 
2 August 2009 
168 Sechttp://ww".lian7a.org.n7/li bral) /fi lc~/~torc 0:27/LIANZA ISP Cop, ri2.ht Policy.pdf. 
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B Appendix 2- TCF Draft Code of Practice (4 February 2009) 
Process for handling individual Copyright Holder Notices 
Copyright Holder 
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User 
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C Appendix 3 - Section 92A Review
 Policy Proposal Document for Consult
ation 
Section 92A Process Diagram 
Indicative 
Timeframes 
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